Mechanisms of simple and choice reaction to changes in direction of visual motion.
Experiments are presented in which a random dot pattern moved vertically upwards (velocity vector V(1)) and then abruptly changed its direction of motion by the angle alpha (velocity vector V(2)), either to the left or to the right, without changing the speed. Subjects performed simple reactions to the direction change, disregarding its sign. In another experiment choice reactions to the same stimuli were performed: the subjects pushed a left button when the direction change was to the left and a right button when the change was to the right. The simple reaction time decreased monotonically with alpha increasing from 11 degrees to 169 degrees, whereas, within the same range of angles, a U-shaped curve described the function of the choice reaction time versus alpha. Both types of reaction time increased with decreasing the base speed. Difficulties are outlined which occur when the angle of change alpha is considered as 'intensity' of the stimulus. Instead, the parameter mid R:V(2)-V(1)mid R:, the absolute value of the difference between the velocity vectors before and after the change, is shown to be a meaningful 'intensity' parameter for the simple reaction task. The parameter V(2N), the speed of the velocity component normal to the initial velocity vector V(1), is suggested as an 'intensity' parameter for the choice reaction task. It is shown that the simple and choice reactions to changes in direction of visual motion are performed by two distinct mechanisms which seem to work in parallel and may be nearly equally fast for small angles of change, when mid R:V(2)-V(1)mid R: approximately V(2N).